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MWC REVIEW

Stating the most obvious, MWC is now about far,
far more than simply cellular networks and
handsets. More than 100,000 attendees from 204
countries were present, with over 3,600 from the
world’s media. Naturally, amongst all the
connected cars, 3-D printing, Virtual Reality (VR)
and Augmented Reality (AR), drones and
wearables, IoT-related messaging was pretty
ubiquitous - even to the extent of being used by
companies who had no direct involvement with it.
The Cloud is simply so last year, don’t you know…

The GSMA Innovation City was one focal point
for this, with AT&T, the GMA, Jasper, KT
Corporation and Sierra Wireless partnering with
the GSMA to showcase various IoT products and
solutions. The GSMA announced its Mobile IoT
Initiative which demonstrated Low Power Wide
Area (LPWA) solutions for licensed spectrum:
NB-IoT, EC-EGPRS and LTE Cat-M.
Complementing – or competing with -  this, the
LoRa Alliance supported a very busy set of
booths, while SIGFOX was also present with a
stand close by.

A multiplicity of markets targeted
Karthikeyan Natarajan, global head of
Engineering & R&D for Tech Mahindra, gave his
perspective, “Reflecting the changes that IoT is
driving in key industries and sectors, we found
that there was particular interest in the solutions
that we demonstrated for connected vehicles,
factories and healthcare, fresh produce
traceability, Microgrid as a Service, and smart city
and home platforms. Another major attraction
was our VR demonstration. For us, it was a great
event and we developed a lot of important
connections with decision makers across the
industry spectrum.”  

Jay Whitehurst, president of Enterprise
Technologies Group at Comtech, also reflected
this market aspect: “Companies we spoke to
looking to build IoT solutions were most focused
on the industrial, automotive, healthcare and
telecom markets. Monetisation remains the
biggest challenge, along with fragmentation and
the lack of unifying standards, particularly on the
consumer side. The industrial sector has matured
greatly and offers the most well-defined vertical

applications, most notably in asset tracking.
Healthcare also continues to gain a lot of interest,
especially among telecom companies. Location
too is becoming a larger part of the conversation,
with indoor location becoming even more
important, especially on the industrial side.” 

“At MWC,” said Edward Kulperger, VP Europe at
Geotab Inc., “we connected with the global
carrier market, as well as creators of IoT devices
and software for smart mobility and connected
fleets. Fleet connectivity is increasing with tools
to lower operational costs, increase fuel
efficiency, and improve driver safety. Collectively,
we will see the use cases of telematics extend
further as more people discover the benefits of
telematics for society at large, such as reducing
carbon emissions, predicting traffic congestion,
increasing road safety, and reducing accident
related costs. The richness of data available
through telematics is also ideal for predictive
maintenance — Geotab alone collects over 255
billion points of data annually. Another advance
seen at MWC was a device that uses Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) to track the location,
temperature, and light exposure of critical assets
such as emergency equipment, pharmaceuticals,
or pallets.”

For Rafi Zauer, head of marketing at smart home
company Essence, “This year marked our third
time at MWC and we discovered a new-found
maturity in attitudes towards smart home
opportunities, with telcos worldwide dipping
their toes in the water. We saw a lot of interest in
connected health, targeting the growing demand
for care monitoring solutions for the aging
population. Outside of our booth was a heavy
influence on both VR and AR. Many large
companies such as AT&T and Samsung used VR
to attract visitors and as a way to present current
product lines and where they predict these
technologies will lead us in the future.” 

Mark Cratsenburg, VP Sales, Aeris, echoes other
comments about the show’s focus, “This year’s
MWC could easily have been renamed ‘IoT World
Congress’. If you looked at the exhibition booth
messages, the larger suppliers to the mobile
industry and enterprises are investing in the IoT
space at deeper levels than before. Many of the

And so it’s over for another year. Once again, Barcelona airport saw tens of thousands
of visitors pass through its gates. A few days later, those same crowds returned,
weary, foot-sore, undoubtedly hungover in more than a few cases, and all trying to
comprehend the visions of the future that had been flashed before their eyes. 
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analysts I spoke to also had LPWA on their minds.
Several felt that narrow-band LTE will hit those
technologies hard - think WiMAX and LTE. They
did feel, however, that some of these
technologies do have a future for private
networks in things like mining or oil industries,
but larger public network types such as SIGFOX
still have some major hurdles. 

“Finally, I was shocked at how crowded the aisles
were in Hall 5 even at 6 pm on Tuesday evening,
for example. Perhaps the size of the event makes
it a potential target, but I’m glad that the event
was safe and well managed.”

IoT challenges for the network
infrastructure
For Accedian’s, Scott Sumner, VP Marketing: “All
operator discussions focused on how they could
overcome enormous complexity to deliver high
quality IoT service performance consistently and
without impacting existing lucrative services. At
MWC, we had discussions with the CTO teams of
SK Telecom and NTT, Telefonica, and several
other Tier-1 operators.

“Unfortunately for operators,” he adds, “the IoT
does not come in a single ‘one size fits all’
package. Video security surveillance and
telemedicine have a relentless need for
bandwidth. Critical patient monitoring sensors,
industrial automation and connected cars require
relatively little in the way of network capacity, but
require ultra-low latency transmission, high
mobility - or both. Failure for operators to deliver
this quality of service could literally have life or
death implications. Some apps are ‘chatty’, some
stream at a regular rate, and many use
proprietary protocols. This enormous variation is
incredibly challenging and operators must strike
a real-time balance between the different traffic
types in their ever more complex networks - at a
time when quality of experience is more than
ever becoming an operator’s prime differentiator.”

Echoing the growing demands that the IoT is
placing on service providers, Hemant Minocha,
executive VP, Device & IoT at TEOCO said,
“Among operators at MWC this year, network
efficiency, CEM, and cost reduction were all
priorities, as was NFV (Network Function
Virtualisation) and SDN (Software Defined
Networking) and the IoT. We saw significant
interest in: firstly, solutions that improve network
performance and reduce operating costs;
secondly, those which assist the migration to NFV
and SDN; and, finally, solutions that enable
operators to prepare for the exponential increase
in connected devices that the IoT brings.
Customers from Asia were especially interested in
learning how to incorporate these solutions into

Smart Cities initiatives, which many governments
there are investing in.”

A hyper-connected future beckons…
According to Dr. Natasha Tamaskar, VP and head
of Cloud and Mobile Strategy and Ecosystem at
GENBAND, “A few things stood out for us at
MWC, especially in the IoT space where our
Kandy ‘Platform as a Service’ and open APIs help
enable a host of IoT applications. In the
healthcare sector, customers are looking to
develop applications like remote screen sharing
for long-distance diagnostics, or health sensors
that enable real-time measurement of critical
body functions including heartbeat and blood
pressure. Manufacturing clients also look to these
capabilities for remote analytics and field service,
embedding capabilities into smart glasses to
transform customer support. 

“Of course,” she adds, “security remains a major
concern. We use the latest encryption technology
such as SSL, HTTPS and Secure Real-Time
Protocol (SRTP) for data privacy and end-to-end
security, as well as advanced authentication
mechanisms such as SMS and IVR-based two-
factor authentication through simple and flexible
APIs and SDKs.”

For Sanjay Khatri, Global Product Marketing, IoT
Cloud, at Cisco, the event was a preview of a
‘hyper-connected’ future: “At MWC 2016 the usual
parade of smart phones ceded centre stage to
the IoT – from consumer wearables to industrial
‘things’. Also, if last year’s ‘prop du jour’ was the
connected vehicle, this year it was AR and VR
gear, using data to help companies visualise their
physical assets. A recent study quoted by Boeing
at MWC found that engineers relying on AR
tablets were able to complete tasks 30% faster
and 90% more accurately than when using a
PDF guide.

“Naturally, many of those AR devices require
significant bandwidth to deliver HD views.  And
that’s where 5G comes in. 5G is about higher
throughputs and that will help with bandwidth
intensive use cases like AR.  But it also addresses
other IoT needs as well, including the need for
low latency, low power and long range. 

“But what about managing the rest of the
network infrastructure to cater to such diverging
application needs?” Khatri asks. “That’s where
MWC’s third noteworthy topic relevant to the IoT
comes in - NFV and SDN. The IoT will require
mobile operators to be flexible with both their
Radio Access Network (RAN) and core network.
NFV and SDN are two developments that will
help operators adapt to the changing demands
put on their communications infrastructure.”
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